Abstract. True shifts for right invertible operators has been examined in several papers in various aspects (cf. PR [4], PR[5]). A generalization of Sturm separation theorem was given in PR [2] in the case when a right invertible operator under consideration had the one-dimensional kernel. Following the preprint [6], it is shown that the Sturm theorem holds without any assumption about the dimension of that kernel. In the last section of the present paper there are considered the multiplicative symbols in Leibniz algebras. 
True shifts We recall here the following notions and theorems of Algebraic Analysis (without proofs; cf. PR[1], PR[4]).
Let X be a linear space (in general, without any topology) over a field Any F G TD is said to be an initial operator for D corresponding to R. One can prove that any projection F' onto ker D is an initial operator for D corresponding to a right inverse R! = R -F'R independently of the choice of an R G Half two initial operators commute each with another, then they are equal. Thus this theory is essentially noncommutative.
An operator F G LQ(X) is initial for D if and only if there is an R G 7ZD such that (1.1)
Even more. Write 7ZD = {-ft-yKer-Then, by (1.1), we conclude that 7ZD induces in a unique way the family TD -{F 7 } 7€ r of the corresponding initial operators defined by means of the equality F y = I -R^D on dom D (7 6 T). Formula (1.1) yields (by a two-lines induction) the Taylor Formula:
It is enough to know one right inverse in order to determine all right inverses and all initial operators. Note that a superposition (if exists) of a finite number of right invertible operators is again a right invertible operator.
The equation Dx = y (y € X) has the general solution x = Ry + z, where R € IZD is arbitrarily fixed and z G ker D is arbitrary. However, if we put an initial condition: Fx = x a , where F G To and x 0 6 ker D, then this equation has a unique solution x = Rx + XQ.
If T € L(X) belongs to the set A(X) of all left invertible operators, By V(X) we denote the set of all Volterra operators belonging to L(X), i.e. the set of all operators A G L(X) such that I -XA is invertible for all scalars A. Clearly, A G V(X) if and only if vpA = F\{0} (cf. Formula (1.4)).
Let X be a Banach space. Denote by QN(X) the set of all quasinilpotent operators belonging to L(X), i.e. the set of all bounded operators A G LQ{X) such that lim \Z||j4 
The set of all operators u;-almost quasinilpotent on the set E will be denoted by AQN(E;UJ).
If u> = vpA then we say that A is almost quasinilpotent on E. The set of all almost quasinilpotent operators on E will be denoted by AQN(E) .
• THEOREM 
which, by definition, is independent of the choice of an R G Kd',
• the space of exponentials E(R) = (J ker (D -X I) = xevfR
, which is independent of the choice of the right inverse R, provided that R is a Volterra operator,
• the space of D-analytic elements in a complete linear metric space X (F = C or F = R) oo (D) and e hD maps AR (D) into itself. This implies the Lagrange-Poisson formula for a right invertible operator D:
(1.10) A h = e hD -I onA R (D) , where 
The sequence S x = { §x;n}ned (D) said to be the symbol of the element x. Its nth component is said to be nth symbol function*.
• From Definition 2.1 it follows that the symbol is linear in its index, i.e.
(2.2) Sc* = cS x , S x+y = S x + S y for all x, y e X, c 6 F. (iii) x G Ar (D) if and only if all nth symbol functions Si;n (n 6 d (D) 
(k € N); (ii) all nth symbol functions are infinitely differentiable (with respect to t e A(R) for xeDoo (n € d(D)));

Let P(t) 6 ¥[t] (i.e. P(t) is a polynomial with scalar coefficients). Then the equation (2.3) P(D)x = y, y € X has a solution x if and only if each nth symbol function §x;n (n € d(D)) satisfies an ordinary differential equation:
(2.4) P^Si;n = Sy;n (ned(D)).
DEFINITION 2.2. Suppose that all assumptions of Theorem 1.2 are satisfied. Then true shifts have the intermediate value property (shortly: IVP) if for every x e dom D and for every t,h £ A(R)
there exists a 6 = {#"}, 0 < 0n < 1 (n e d (D) ) such that (2.5)
Sx;n(t + h)-Sx(t) = hSDxin(t + Onh) (ned(D)). •
Since the family {Sh}heA(R) °f true shifts is at least a semigroup, in order to show that they have IVP it is enough to prove that for every x e dom D, h e A(R) there is a 9 = {0n}ned(D), 9n € (0,1), such that
Indeed, Formula (2.6) implies that for all t E A(R), n 6 d(D) we have Proof. Let {-StJ/^CR) be a family of true shifts. Since we are dealing with a semigroup (group), we can use Formula (2.6). Let Proof. Act on the both sides of Formula (2.6) by the operator F and again apply this formula.
Sx;n(t + h)-Sx;"(i) = St(Sx.in(h) -Sx;n(0)) = St (h^SDxin(0nh)J = = h §StDx;n(0nh) = hSDx;n(t + 9nh
• This Corollary has deep consequences. Namely, we have 
Oscillatory elements
We shall apply results of Sections 1 and 2 in order to examine solutions of linear equations in a right invertible operator.
Generalized Sturm separation theorem
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DEFINITION 3.1. Let X be a linear space over the field F and let D e R(X). Suppose that {.Fa}aeA(M) C Td is a family of initial operators for D. A point a G .A(M) is said to be a zero of an element x G X if F a x = 0. An element x G X is said to be oscillatory if there is a sequence {a n } C R such that F an x = 0 for n G N, i.e. if x has infinitely many zeros.
• Recall that an element x G X is said to be S-periodic for an S G Lq ( is invertible and
Then there exists a Q = {0 n }ned(D)> 0 < 0" < 1 for n G d (D) , such that
In particular, if dim ker D = 1, then there is a 6 G (0,1) such that
Proof. If u and v satisfy our assumptions, then Corollary 2.5(i) (a generalization of the Lagrange theorem) implies that there is 9 = {d n }ned(D)> 0 < 0 n < 1 for n G d (D) , such that 
We therefore can take u = R k~l [Q(I, fi) Moreover, <e + e n+1 e + e n e < 3e, i.e.
-h' n \ -y 0 as n -> oo. (ii) Similarly, if |/i n +i -h n \ -> oo, as n -> oo then for every e > 0 there is an N e N such that \h n+ i -h n \ > e for all n > N. This implies that \K+i ~ K\ > E + 0n+1£ + 0 n e > 3e for n > N, i.e. \h' n+1 -h' n \ oo as n -» oo.
•
Multiplicative symbol in algebras
We recall the following theorem. (4.1) S iy;n = S I;n S y;n for all x,y € X, n € N.
Proof. Let t e >1(R) be arbitrary. By Theorem 4.1, all true shifts St are multiplicative. By our assumptions and definitions, for all x, y G X 
(t) = FS t xy = F[(S t x)(S t y)} = [(FS t x)(FS t y)]
= X A (t)y*(t) = { § X ;n}ned(D){ §y,n}ned(D)-
This means that the symbol S is multiplicative. Also the nth symbol functions are, by their definition, multiplicative.
